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Saxophonist Roxy Coss released a self-titled debut 
album in 2010, but seems to be having her moment 
now. After two albums with trumpeter Jeremy Pelt 
(2013’s Water and Earth and 2014’s Face Forward, Jeremy, 
both on HighNote), she signed with Origin for 2016’s 
Restless Idealism, on which Pelt guested. The following 
year, she joined the Posi-Tone roster. 
 Her label debut, 2017’s Chasing the Unicorn, is a 
quintet outing with pianist Glenn Zaleski, guitarist 
Alex Wintz, bassist Rick Rosato and drummer Jimmy 
Macbride. Together, they interpret tunes like Joe 
Henderson’s “A Shade of Jade”, The Beatles’ “Oh! 
Darling”, Wayne Shorter’s “Virgo”, Lionel Loueke’s 
“Benny’s Tune” and Willie Nelson’s “Crazy”, along 
with a half-dozen Coss originals. On the album-
opening title track, she demonstrates a willingness to 
play around with the studio, overdubbing multiple 
saxophone lines in order to harmonize with herself in a 
fluid and lyrical manner. She switches to bass clarinet 
for the Shorter tune, diving into a mellow zone at the 
bottom of the instrument’s range as the rhythm section 
sways gently behind her. And her tenor playing on 
album-closing “Crazy”, with sharply strummed guitar 
as an equally dominant voice, is relaxed and melody-
minded, with a deep blues feel.
 The Future is Female is different…sort of. The band 
is mostly the same, except that Miki Yamanaka has 
taken over the piano spot and Lucas Pino contributes 
bass clarinet to one track. But the music is all original 
this time and the presentation is explicitly feminist, 
verging on woman-warrior. On the cover, Coss stands 
beneath the Brooklyn Bridge at night, wearing an outfit 
from the John Zorn Collection—black tank top and 
camouflage pants—and carrying her instruments like 
weapons. Track titles include “Females Are Strong As 
Hell”, “Feminist AF”, “Nevertheless, She Persisted” 
and the like. Still, anyone expecting the music to be 
equally angry will be extremely surprised. Coss’ 
compositions are fleet, bluesy hardbop numbers with 
taut, bouncy rhythms and fast, melodic solos. The most 
surprising piece is probably “Mr. President”, which 
features deep bowed bass drones over a martial 
rhythm. Wintz is often even more of a co-lead voice 
than he was on Chasing the Unicorn while Yamanaka’s 
solos are relatively short, but thoughtfully expressed.  

In a way, The Future is Female demonstrates the political  
limitations of instrumental music; you’d never be able 
to guess these pieces’ titles just by listening to them. 
But they sound great. Coss deserves attention.

For more information, visit posi-tone.com. Coss’ The Future 
is Female is at Jazz Standard Apr. 18th. See Calendar. 

In 1972, two guitarists from seemingly different worlds 
came together with monumental results. British jazz 
fusioneer John McLaughlin and Mexican-American 
psychedelic rocker Carlos Santana recorded Love 
Devotion Surrender as an expression of their shared 
admiration for John Coltrane and Sri Chimnoy. It was 
one of those cosmic confluences that can happen when 
musicians find each other. Fast-forward over 40 years 
and a similar convergence happened with the duo 
recording Room by Julian Lage and Nels Cline. Though 
both Californians, the men are over 30 years apart in 
age and, like McLaughlin and Santana, exemplars of 
different traditions, yet intertwined like expert 
macramé. Now Cline has assembled his own Love 
Devotion Surrender moment with Currents, Constellations. 
Just as McLaughlin brought in members of his 
Mahavishnu Orchestra to complement players from 
Santana’s eponymous group, Lage’s regular bassist in 
Scott Colley is paired in the rhythm section with 
drummer Tom Rainey, with whom Cline has been 
working since the early Aughts.
 But it is the spirit of an earlier McLaughlin that 
hovers over this release in the chunky Extrapolation-
like feel of “Swing Ghost ‘59” or the dark ballad  
“As Close As That”, which could have fit well on Where 
Fortune Smiles. There are other guitar precedents to be 
found: Attila Zoller and Jim Hall on the slick, boppish 
conversation of opener “Furtive”; Zoller and pianist 
Don Friedman’s fabulous ‘60s explorations with 
“Amenette”; and the longest track, the two parts of 
“River Mouth”, recalling the twin-guitar vibe of Pat 
Martino and Bobby Rose on the former’s Baiyina. 
 Yet these are wisps of recollection rather than 
direct lines of inquiry. Cline wrote all but one of the 
eight pieces and what he is most interested in doing  
is continuing the rapport established with Lage. 
Surprisingly, given the almost voyeuristic intimacy of 
Room, the addition of Colley and Rainey actually 
heightens that rapport rather than stifling it; Cline and 
Lage are free to be freer, open to openness, knowing 
that there is a solid yet fluid foundation beneath  
them. Of note is that there are not really discrete guitar 
solos or, when there are, these tiptoe through the 
footsteps of the other guitarist’s statements. So while 
this is Cline’s album and his compositions, this 
becomes that most elusive of musical beasts: the fully 
cooperative ensemble. 
 It is that one outside piece that becomes the 
misstep. Hard as it is to say a bad word against Carla 
Bley, her “Temporarily” is a speedbump. Until that 
point, five songs had covered an enormous amount of 
territory in just over 25 minutes. The song itself is only 
five-plus minutes long itself but Cline didn’t need it. 
Without it, this could have been a perfect 39 minutes.

For more information, visit bluenote.com. This project is at 
Le Poisson Rouge Apr. 16th. See Calendar. 

Jazz pianists can easily fall into a trap by sticking 
primarily to one or two styles and familiar repertoire. 
One great artist who resisted easy classification was 
Marian McPartland, changing with the times by 
exploring new sounds while continuing to play styles 
from earlier in her career. Roberta Piket, who appeared 
three times on McPartland’s Piano Jazz, was appreciative 
of the versatility of her host’s performances and paid 
tribute to her on her previous CD One For Marian. For 
this new release, Piket returns to leading a trio for the 
first time in a decade, utilizing a Los Angeles-based 
rhythm section of bassist Darek Oles and drummer Joe 
La Barbera (the latter a member of pianist Bill Evans’ 
final trio). While their time performing as a group was 
limited prior to entering the studio, it’s apparent that 
things gelled quickly.  
 Piket may compose on a sporadic basis, but her 
efforts over the past two decades have been rewarding. 
The harmonically rich “Mentor”, inspired in part by 
Richie Beirach’s “Pendulum”, opens the session with  
a flourish as the band negotiates its constantly shifting 
landscape. Guitarist Larry Koonse is added for the 
haunting ballad “A Bridge To Nowhere” and he and 
Piket sound like old friends as they flesh out this 
powerful theme. The leader’s breezy arrangement of 
Djavan’s samba “Flor de Lis” adds percussionist Billy 
Mintz (the drummer of Piket’s East Coast band).   
 Piket includes a few pieces deserving of wider 
recognition. Her rollicking setting of the late John 
Hicks’ “Yemenja” should prod a few musicians to 
investigate more of his work. Walter Donaldson-Gus 
Kahn standard “My Buddy” is usually performed by 
vocalists, but Piket’s whispered, spacious treatment 
conveys the sentiment without its lyric while Oles’ 
brief solo adds a poignant touch. Koonse returns for a 
rousing rendition of George Shearing’s bop classic 
“Conception”, which features lively unison lines by 
the pianist and guitarist, along with fiery solos all 
around. West Coast Trio would make Marian proud.

For more information, visit thirteenthnoterecords.com. 
Piket is at Bushwick Public House Apr. 9th and Mezzrow 
Apr. 19th. See Calendar. 
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